Academic Policy
Feb 28, 2012
Started 2pm - Finished 3:41
Attended: Maryrose Eannace, Steve Frisbee, Cheryl Plescia, Jen DeWeerth, Stacey McCall, Mike
Henningsen, Julie Dewan, Rick Quest, Lew Kahler, Chris Sleys, Bob Mineo, Jack Susenburger
Old- no minutes for 11/3/11 Rich
2/16/12 Anna Dousharm
-Jen DeWeerth stated that the online catalog submission was not firmed up, date is still undecided
-Everyone introduced themselves to Rick Quest, the new Dean of Rome of the Campus
- Steve Frisbee stated that the process was starting soon for the student handbook
- Discussed Credit for Experiential Learning. Suggested changes and edited corrections to the draft
dated 12/8/11. Identified several areas of additional information needed.
- Coding for fee payment
- Check board policy on fee dollar amount or is it a percentage
- Establish that the review of CEL is a pass/fail with a 70% minimum
- CEL will be the designation on transcripts
- Proposed inviting Business Office and Registrar to assist in clarification of CEL payment/coding policy
- April 10 meeting will be held in PH150A
March 6 meeting is cancelled
Steve Frisbee report - had no report on what other colleges offer for various degrees, he will provide it
at the next meeting.
Stacy McCall report - she had to leave for another appointment. Jack Susenburger passed out the
materials on her behalf. She provided two reports a) was a list of CUNY schools and the number of
credits for programs b) a full program outline for an AS in Chemistry was provided showing 60 credits
It was suggested that the VP – academics clarify the Cap policy and the number of hours that would
be acceptable for a program.
Mike – the 2=2 agreements for various colleges was distributed.
It was suggested that focus be done on the transfer programs with the biggest number of credits in
the program.
Rosemary is going to research those programs.

